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We are 

A Dutch Foundation with ANBI status 
based Amsterdam.
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Our focus 

Helping Ukrainian patients to get medical 
help in The Netherlands  

Delivering humanitarian, medical and 
protective aid to Ukraine 

Accommodation and humanitarian 
support for Ukrainian refugees
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Our results so far
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More about our medical focus in the 
Netherlands 

We work directly with Ministry of Health of 
Ukraine 

We work at first hand with largest academic 
hospitals in the Netherlands    

We assist with the treatment and provide 
care to the wounded Ukrainian soldiers, 
severe oncology patients and children with 
complicate diagnosis 
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1. Receiving requests from the Ministry of Health of Ukraine. 

2. Compiling  patient's medical profile. 

3. Submitting the request to a Dutch hospital or rehabilitation 
center. 

4. Receiving an acceptance letter from the Dutch medical 
institution. 

5. Arranging accommodation in NL. 

6. Arranging medical transportation UA - NL. 

7. Taking care of patients from A to Z (registration, insurance, 
translation, routine requests, social taxi and much more) 
therefore each patient has his/her own dedicated buddy/ 
Guardian Angel. 

8. Bringing recovered Ukrainians back home to UA :-) 

Ukrainian soldier has been brought directly to Rotterdam hospital by our 
medical evacuation partners

How is the process of 
working with patients 
organised?

nl4ua.org
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OPTION 1: AD-HOC ASSISTANCE  

·  aid which is to be provided for a specific 
and immediate situation or purpose 

· on-call schedule 

·  for example, bringing patient to urgently 
scheduled appointment, searching for a 
specific wheelchair, translating doctor’s 
meeting by the phone, etc  

OPTION 2: GUARDIAN ANGEL 

·  individual personal buddy support of the 
patient 

·  part-time schedule (approximate 
involvement +-1 time per week) 

·  main support: regional registration 
(gemeente, IND, DIGID, etc), accompanying 
at medical appointments, translation, 
assistance with routine questions, etc  

Do you want to contribute? 
In our foundation there are two options for help and support. Both are extremely valuable and 
complement each other. 

We  have dedicated telegram group chat to conduct communication, resolve issues, help each other 
and post new requests and updates.  We have great community of volunteers who have knowledge 
in specific areas like insurance, medical transportation, gemeente faq, etc. We stay helpful to each 
other and provide support in any kind of questions.

nl4ua.org
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1. I never volunteered or did anything alike, should I start with ad hoc? - Sure, and you can always switch at any time if you 
feel so. Also we have conveniently crafted guides for Guardian Angels with written steps of every process.

2. Should I spend money for being a Guardian Angel and helping patient in everyday life (groceries, medicines, mobile 
charge, etc)? - No. Each patient will be registered and protected under Temporary Protection Directive Ukraine to receive 
monthly allowance for everyday use. NL4UA is backing up patients for emergency needs. 

3. Should I buy clothing for my ward whenever the season change? - No, we provide packages with brand new seasonal 
clothes for every our patient that requires it.

4. Would I receive reimbursement for driving my ward to/from the hospital? - No, unfortunately we don’t have direct 
allowance to pay for the gas of our volunteers.

5. Im afraid that I won’t handle it correctly if patient has severe physical injuries. - First of all, before committing for a 
specific patient, you can always talk in private with our medical coordinator and discuss such anxiety which is absolutely 
normal. Second, we mostly bring outpatients. Examples: maxillofacial traumas, nerves reconstruction, limb prosthetics, vision 
restoration еtс. However, sometimes we also take care of clinical patients.

6. Im afraid about psychological aspect of accompanying patient with PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder ). - We will 
provide you with the guidelines, developed by professional psychologists - it will help you to understand how to better act. Our 
foundation also collaborates with Empatia project, that arranged ±10 psychologists, who provide free of charge psychological 
support to our patients 

Frequently Asked Questions

nl4ua.org
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I want to join your foundation as a volunteer. 

How do I start? 
1.Send a short email to medicare@nl4ua.org with subject title ‘A Guardian for a Patient’. 

2.Optional: please include one of your social media profile ( Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn) to your 
email. 

3.After you will be invited by a coordinator for a short online introductory meeting. 

4.We will share Guardian Angel’s written guide if needed. 

5.You will be added to NL4UA private telegram group chat to grab suitable request for you.  
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*images are clickable 
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https://www.nl4ua.org/updates/state-of-our-foundation
https://www.nl4ua.org/updates/gwbbedzjpfvxi2v3spcbm1gbbrtx4d
https://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/video/2463848-oekraiense-gewonden-krijgen-zorg-in-nederland
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